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Induced Alfv n Mode
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Abstract

The interaction of alpha particles with a toroidicity induced Alfv@n eigenmode is

investigated self-consistently by using a kinetic dispersion relation. All important

poloidal harmonics and their radial mode profiles are included. A Hamiltonian guid-

ing center code is used to simulate the alpha particle motion. The simulations include

particle orbit width, nonlinear particle dynamics and the effects of the modes on the

particles. Modification of the particle distribution leading to mode saturation is

observed. There is no significant alpha particle loss.

PACS numbers 52.35.Py, 52.35.Bj

In recent years considerable progress has been made in the development of fusion energy,

with tokamak experiments rapidly approaching ignition conditions. To sustain ignition in a

burning plasma, most of the alphas produced in deuterium-tritium fusion reactions must be

confined long enough to heat the bulk plasma. Collective alpha-driven instabilities such as

the toroidicity-induced Alfv@n eigenmodes (TAE) are of concern for future tokamak devices

since they can induce anomalous alpha losses 1-7.

In this paper, we study the alpha particle driven TAE instability numerically by following

the evolving alpha particle distribution and solving the kinetic dispersion relation, giving theI

instantaneous mode frequency and growth rate. The simulations include the full nonlinear

particle dynamics, particle orbit width and the effects of the mode on the particles.
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We consider an axisymmetric toroidal plasma consisting of a core plasma and a hot ion

species. The core plasma is described by ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) and the hot
e

component by the gyro-kinetic equation. Additional damping such as the ion- and electron-

Landau damping, collisional damping and continuum damping are taken as parameters ,

supplied by other analysis.

Write the perturbed distribution function 8f ash: _f = -(±. VF + _ with (± the usual

fluid displacement vector. The first term on the right-hand side is the adiabatic response,

and _, the non-adiabatic part, satisfies the equation

(-iw + vllb. V + yd. V)_= i2F(&-co.)J(Wp, O,4), (1)

where _ = coEOE log F,w. = (nE/f_)O_,p log F, J(_Dp,0, 4) = (1 - 3#B/2E)a. _., and g is the

magnetic field line curvature.

We are interested in the resonant response at Alfv_n frequencies. Only passing particle

transit frequencies are large enough to contribute. Thus to solve Eq. (1), we first let vii =

(v,) + VIi, where (...) denotes the orbit average. Since (vii) = 0 for trapped particles, the

dominant contribution to _ is from the passing population. Represent the function J(_/,p,0, 4)

by a Fourier series in 0, J(¢p,0,4) = _]ldl(tbp)e isz where S't = n¢-lO. We use axisymmetry

to consider a single toroidal mode number, n.

To lowest order, let 0(%, 0, 4) = _]t gl(%) eis'. In the high frequency limit, w _ wt >>

wb, with wt, O-)b the transit and bounce frequencv respectively, we find gl(_'p) = 2F(&-

w.)Jt(g'p)/(kt (vii) - co) with kl = (nq - l)/(qR). The final form of .q is then

Jt eiS,. (2)
_(¢p, 0, ¢) = 2F(& - w.) _ k, (v.,) - wl

The dispersion relation can be expressed in a quadratic form 3 and is given by

D(w) = 5IC - (fW/- 8W_ _)- 8W_ n_) = 0 (3)

" where 8K = (1/2)w 2 f p]_ 12d3x is the kinetic energy and

]dax{] 6Bx 12+ ]2_. (. [2B 2(1/2)
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+(J. B/L32)(_.B_ x B). _ - 2(_. _I)(VPc. (_)} (4)

, is the potential energy due to the core plasma (fluid). The kinetic contributions are

. °)= - f (5)

which is the adiabatic part of the energetic particle potential energy, and

5W}ha) -(1/2) f dax(Sf)± - 5[_Phu_.r_u. )(t_. ¢_.), (6)

which is the non-adiabatic part of the energetic particle potential energy. The perturbed

pressure due to the non-adiabatic part is given by @_. = fdav[7#B and @Phys. r_¢t. =

2 fdavO(E - pB).

Using the _ found above, we find

f JIJt,6W ("_) = -2 daxd%FE(& - w.) _ ei(t'-t)° (7)
l,,, - kt(v,)

Combining the contributions of both co- and counter-passing particles, this reduces to

5W_'_) = -2w daxdavFE(& - w.) _t w: - k_<v,,)2' (8)

Since Ph = f E Fdav we also get

5W__) = - f daxd%EFO,_, log F(a. ¢[)(VOp. ¢_) (9)

with _bpthe poloidal flux. It is straightforward to verify that ] 5I/V__) ], 15W_ '_) I<<[ 5h'[

, [ 514:: ]if/3h << _ and p/R << ¢, which are true in general. We thus assume that the

hot particles will not change the MHD eigenmode profile. The calculation of the eigenmode

profile has been studied analytically 6 and numerically using the NOVA-K code 3. The code

• results are used in this paper.

We consider a single low n TAE mode with the two most important poloidal harmonics,
Q

i.e. n = 1;m = 1,2. The sum in Eq. (8) then consists of four terms, with l = rn + 1. The

dispersion relation is



(-_ +_o_)f pI_I_d_x+ ,_rr_°_+,_rv_"°_: o (_o)

where w0 = VA/(2q,.R) is the eigenmode frequency, VA is the Alfv6n velocity and qr = 1.5 ,

for the mode chosen. One can solve this equation for the frequency using a complex root

finder. However, in this case, due to the small contribution from the alpha particles, it is

equally accurate to find the roots using a perturbative method.

Let w = w_ + iwi, I£ = f P I_.L 12 dax. We then find

w. = w0 + 2-j_oK

1 im{SW_,,o_} (11)COl "-" 2wok

Assume the fluid density profile is p(_/¥) = poFi(%) where p0 is the central ion density

and Fi is the ion density distribution function, we find K = po f Fi(¢p) I_ [_ fl dCpdOd¢

with fl the Jacobian.

A Hamiltonian guiding center code s'9 ORBIT is used to evaluate 5W_a) and 5W_ "a).

Bounce averages are conveniently converted to time integrals.

Write the particle density in terms of the distribution function dN = Fdaxdav, and use

the Monte-Carlo representation for the density (integrated over 0 and _ ) dN = c _,k 5(¢p-

_bpk)5(#- #k)5(E-Ek)d_bpd#dE. Normalize F through /3h = 8rr(B2V)-lf EdN where V

is the volume. The density element in the Monte-Carlo representation is then given by

I32V J3h

Fdaxdav = 87rEj Ej y_k5(¢p - _[,pk)5(p-- #k)5(E - Ek)dCpd#dE. (12)

Substituting F, we get

B2V/3h j2

_w_"°_= 4_EjE;._ E_(_-_.)Z I_ (13)_ k_(v,)_ - _

and

B_V/3h
5W_)= 47rEjEj y_EkO,plogF(m'_.)(V%'_l)]kk (14)

where Ik means the function is evaluated at Cp = _bp,_,E = E_, 0 = 0_,..., etc.

In order to calculate 51/f/_we need to know both OE log F and 0_ log F. This cannot

be clone directly if each particle is represented as a point in phase space. Assigning each
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particle an extended size in both real and velocity space using a Lorentz form gives a very

accurate evaluation in test cases using known distribution functions. I
t,

Ten thousand particles are used in the simulations. Each particle is advanced in time

, according to the guiding center equations. Once a particle hits the wall, it is removed.

Although we neglect the Larmor radius, we keep all the particle dynamics, including the orbit

width. In fact, the latter is much more important than the former since it can significantly

modify the mode-particle interaction 4. The initial spatial distribution is Gaussian and we use

a slowing-down distribution in energy. The distribution is uniform in pitch angle _ = vll/v

and uniform in poloidal angle 0.

We assume that the mode structure does not change except for the amplitude and phase

as time evolves. The mode is initially given an amplitude too small to modify the par-

ticle distribution and then advanced in time according to the complex frequency w(t) as

determined by the dispersion relation. The time interval At for determination of w through

solution of the dispersion relation must be chosen small enough so that war << 1.

Additional damping 7d, due to collisions or the continuum can be easily added. W_ first

study the worst case scenario, with damping only provided by the hot particle distribution.

We solve the dispersion relation every 10 transits (one transit = 2,'rR/v) which in our case

is much longer than the bounce time. Then we advance the mode by using the new frequency

and growth rate. We have performed simulations with parameters typical for the Tokamak

Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) and for the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

(ITER). The radial width of the Gaussian alpha particle distribution is varied over a range

from 1/5 to 1/3 of the minor radius. Other profile shapes also produce equivalent results.

We use volume average alpha particle beta of 3% in ITER and 0.2% in TFTR.

From the numerical results the mode saturation mechanism and the particle loss mech-

anism are easily understood. Resonant particles which lose energy to the mode through

' inverse Landau damping move outwards. Thus the density gradient, which is the source of

the free energy to drive the wave, decreases as time evolves. Also the particle energy gra-

dient becomes steeper, since high energy particles lose energy whereas low energy particles
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do not interact with the mode, so the mode further loses drive due to the increased velocity

space Landau damping and eventually saturates. We find for ITER for a variety of initial

profiles that the mode saturates before it becomes large enough to induce particle loss. The

maximum linear growth rate is 0.2% of the mode frequency. In Fig. 1 are shown sample

saturation results. The maximum value is _B/B ,,_2 x 10.4 and the total losses are unob-

servable. As in the case of the fishbone, the mode produces additional profile modification

before it can decay away, resulting in a strong decay rate. Even so, the profile broadening

is very slight, as it involves only the high energy part of the distribution. The time scale

for the profile modification by the mode is orders of magnitude shorter than the time scale

for alpha particle replenishment, so the additional source of new alpha particles would not

modify this result.

For TFTR with no additional damping the mode continues to grow until extensive alpha

particle loss is produced. We observe more than 20% loss in the undamped case. The linear

growth rate is 0.1% of the mode frequency. However, estimates of additional damping 1°-12

are larger than this, so the mode should not be destabilized by alpha particles unless very low

damping conditions are produced. Even so it is interesting to analyze the loss mechanism

observed in the undamped case, as high energy particles produced by ion cyclotron heating

or neutral beam injection can produce more strongly unstable cases.

The stability results can be understood from a simple analysis. From Eq. 7 the growth

rate 7 is proportional to (a: - ,_.). Using the approximate form of the distribution function

F _ E-312e -('IL")2 _ V/, we find 7 [(a/L,) 2- A 2] with A = 3moflwa'z/(4E) and m_ the

mass and ft the gyro frequency. From E = 0.5rn_,a,,2/k_ with k, " (n - rn/q)/R, we find

A = 3.9 for ITER, and A = 1.6 for TFTR. Without additional collisional or continuum

damping mode stabilization in TFTR does not occur until the alpha profile has a width

comparable to the minor radius.

The mode frequency remains very close to ttle linear TAE mode frequency ,:0 while the

growth rate is very small compared with w0, thus the perturbative method used is a very

reasonable approximation. The mode growth rates obtained in this work agree with those
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given by the NOVA-I( code3.

The dominant loss mechanism is that of barely counter-passing particles losing energy

to the wave, transfering into fat banana orbits, and then hiting the outside wall in the

0 co-moving direction. The losses are thus very effective for large banana width. In TFTR

all such barely trapped particles are lost whereas in ITER they remain in the device and

contribute to mode damping.

It is easy to verify that a lost barely trapped particle has an average pitch ,_ __

V[1- Brnin/Brnaz '_ _/_/R, which is in good agreement with the simulation. This re-

sult as well as the total observed number of lost particles also agrees with a previous study 1

of TAE induced loss, which however did not include a self consistent calculation of the mode

stabilization. Note that as soon as particles become trapped the resonance with the mode

becomes very weak. This contrasts significantly with the fishbone case, where a trapped

particle can remain in resonance as it is moved radially outwards to the wall.

With strong mode destabilization such as might be provided by neutral beam injection,

large losses would occur in TFTR and should lead to "explosive pulsations ''7. A more

extensive analysis of such a case, including lost particle deposition profiles, etc. will be

examined in a future publication. But expected alpha particle densities are not sufficient

to destabilize the mode. In the alpha particle driven case in ITER even without additional

damping the particle response is local and sufficient to modify the local gradients, thereby

stabilizing the mode, but not sufficient to cause losses. The possibility of several n values

simultaneously unstable will be considered in a future publication, but the loss mechanism

is weak enough that we do not expect serious losses due to alpha particles even in this case.

Our results are similar to the partial results obtained by using a three-dimensional hybrid

gyrokinetic-.MHD code lz MH3D in which at least 200 thousand particles were necessary to

overcome the random noise (local particle effects influence the fluid elements).

' In summary, the interaction of a single toroidal mode number TAE mode with energetic

alpha particles has been investigated self-consistently by using a realistic dispersion relation.

We retain all important poloidal harmonics and their radial mode profiles. A Hamiltonian
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guiding center code is used to provide a fast and accurate way to calculate the bounce

averaged expressions entering in the dispersion relation. The study includes tile particle

banana orbit width, nonlinear particle dynamics and the mode-particle interaction. In ITER

mode saturation is observed through the flattening of the real space density gradient and IP

the steepening of the energy gradient. The mode amplitude saturates at a level which is too

small to induce loss. We do not expect these results to be changed by the effects of magnetic

well and plasma shape, as they have little effect on transit frequency phenomena.

We are grateful G. Y. Fu for useful discussions. This work was supported by the U.S.

Department of Energy under contract number DE-AC02-76-CHO3073.
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Fig. 1. TAE mode amplitude _fB/B (×10 -4) versus time for ITER with a 3% alpha particle

beta. Three different distribution widths Lo are shown.
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